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Lately everyone has been enjoying my chapters but I get a lot of comments

saying they're mad at the characters. It's kinda humorous how invested some

of you are lmao XD a15

🚨TW: sexual misconduct!!!! Knives. Blood. Stabbing. This is your warning.

Buzzcut season - Lorde

[i get peaceful vibes from this song]

Lemme just... 📸 ooh so photogenic lemme just... 📸📸 a5

On with with chapter... 🌌

*********

Emilia POV ✨

Four months later. It's been a long time. Four months later and I still feel like

I've lost everything I ever had. It's all gone. a17

I have nothing le  of me.

At this moment in time I'm just a walking corpse, a bag of organs, bones and

blood. No soul le  for me to drain out with the stress.

No one was here for me anymore. All I wanted to do was cry on someone's

shoulder and tell it was going to be okay but I can't pretend I'm okay when

I'm not.

"Are you okay?" My new English teacher asks. She reminded me of Miss

Honey from Matilda. So caring and approachable. Our old teacher le  so he

could move onto better opportunities, and I'm glad actually that he le . a2

Blade would send an approving nod to me whenever he'd see me, we

wouldn't speak though. It's just awkward between us.

I kept their secret and in return they kept away from me. Just the way I

wanted it.

Diego would always mouth the words 'I love you' to me every morning but I

always ignore him. Luca still hasn't come out yet but he'll do it in his own

time, I always see him sneaking o  with a boy at lunch. God knows what

they're doing. a7

The guy who he was dating was very attractive not going to lie. A beautiful,

dark complexion and mesmerising tightly coiled hair. I wish all men looked

like that, he was gorgeous. a1

But we're all gorgeous in our own way.

"No." It's best be honest because I've had no sleep recently. I have slept but

only like an hour or so every night. Co ee keeps me going though. Karen

thankfully allowed me to have the decaf version, Alessandro never allowed

me to touch co ee.

Just smile and people think you're okay. a5

At night is when it's worse, I can't stop thinking and as much as I want to my

mind just won't switch o .

Then I feel scared to be by myself. It frightens me. I frighten myself. My

thought frighten me.

I'm scared of myself.

"Aww why?" She comes closer to my desk as the other kids were heading out

for lunch time.

"No reason. Just tired," I yawn on queue. The only time I can sleep is when

I'm cuddled in Felix because it makes me feel warm inside and at home

again. a1

"You look it too, you can sleep in here if you like while everyone's out at

lunch?" She asks in a hopeful tone. At first, I was glad she o ered me the

classroom to sleep in, but what if someone just walks in?

"Hmm I don't know about that..."

"It's fine. I'll just be doing some work and marking students books so you

don't have to worry about anyone walking in," she li s up a heavy pile of

students books.

"If you insist..." I take her up on her o er and pull out the chair next to me so I

can li  my legs up.

I press my head against the wall and lean it against my hands. I take my

blazer o  and wrap is across my body as protection of some sort.

"EMILIA!" Shawn shouts at me. I'd accidentally broken a plate, my mama's

plate in specific. She loved it because it had a picture of Princess Diana on

the front. a10

It's been two days since she passed away, I'd just wished I had more time to

spend with her. I saw her an hour before she passed, but still, I was a raging

mess.

My life was a mess. So was the house, Shawn invited a few friends over. Tate

and Michael I think they're called, they seem intimidating and intrusive. Tate

walked into my room one time while I was changing without even knocking. I

was decent - kind of - I just had shorts and a vest on.

Shawn started drinking a lot, and becoming a lot more violent but I was okay

with it. He's just grieving and he needs some time.

"Sorry," I bend down to pick up the big ceramic shards of plate. I'm just a

huge clumsy girl lately, I had butter fingers where everything slipped.

"Pick it up," he growls and dris past me to the fridge to pull out another

bottle of whisky that's been there for less than an hour.

It's his daily ritual: eat, sleep, drink alcohol and repeat.

I'd tried expressing my anger through art but I wasn't motivated enough. For

some reason, when I'd try to speak to my friends at school they'd just ignore

me and laugh. a2

But I'm also to blame, I'd cut them o  too slightly. It doesn't excuse them for

laughing at my dead mother.

"Quicker!" He pushes a booted foot to my back, throwing me to the ground. I

let out a whimper when my knees press into the sharp ceramic that I hadn't

cleared yet.

With a final kick in the ribs, I scream in pain whilst still feeling the wrath of his

kick from the steel toe cap boots he always wore.

That's the first time it happened.

And so life went on living through utter complete tragedy.

A short tap to my shoulder wakes me up, I jolt up straight in my seat kicking

the chair my legs were rested on.

That's when I saw all of the students flooding into the classroom. An

intelligent girl, brown glasses and braided hair and her uniform rested nice

and neat on her shoulders, she was waiting for me politely to move out of her

seat.

A pink, rosy petalled flower was embroidered and sewn into the pocket of

the blazer adding a chic design to it.

"You're in my seat," she smiles - genuinely - at me and takes the seat beside

me as my eyes were still adjusting to the light. I had no idea who she was, I

was in the wrong class.

She was in Blade's year, I've seen them walking into the same classes before,

that could mean he was in this class. I had to leave.

I had science next which is in the opposite building but being honest, I

couldn't be bothered. I could just stay here and camp out, science requires

too much writing and I can't be arsed with that. But he could be here.

What I was pretty angry about was the fact the teacher didn't wake me like

she promised so now I have to find a way out of the sea of tall students.

Come to think of it, I haven't stopped growing. My legs just keep growing and

they won't stop. I'm still average height but I'm excited for when I become

really tall. Victoria's Secret is calling. a15

Though it frustrating me how I'm gaining more bone weight than muscle

weight. Who cares? I just hope my period can hurry the fuck yo because it's

been stuck in tra ic for a year now. a9

"Oh Uhhh sorry," I fumble for my bag but it wasn't zipped so all the contents

fell out. Pens, pencils and my watercolour pencils scattered everywhere

across the floor and under people's chairs.

I was shaking violently making it di icult for me to gather them together

them together. My knees were cold from being pressed into the dirty

classroom carpet that had sharpens from other students. a2

Sweat balanced on the line of my brows but it was a shivering sweat from my

short nightmare.

Low cackles of 'the boys' echo through my ears making my heart pound and

scurry even more to get out of here. They were second year just like Blade so

they were anxiously tall to look at. One glance made you cower into a hole. a2

"Pick em up," a boy with fresh, large kickers on, kicks the remaining pens and

pencils across the floor. He laughed at me as I bite my lip trying to be quicker.a4

Fuck you, asshole.

I hadn't realised I'd said that aloud until gasps surrounded the room and I

was viciously yanked to my feet by the man himself and pressed against the

wall banging my head. a2

"Danny, let her go," a woman with extremely (self) tanned skin and long,

artificial eye lashes and over lined lips giggles to him. "She's just a kid." She

laughed again.

Her long talons trailed up the crevice of his spine in a sensual manner -

seductive almost. This boy was the kind of boy to wear ugly hats that look

like aliens with the goggles on and those same looking tracksuits they all

wear. But they were also the kind of boys that would frighten me by just

standing up.

"Hey, ya big rat! Take my two middle fingers and suck on them!" I shove both

of my middle fingers in his face which was a terrible move on my behalf.

His friends continued to walk to their seats in the back in their precious,

hostile gang. I never understood 'the boys' because they're all pricks who

find dark humour funny. a4

No hunny, dark humour isn't funny unless you've su ered the trauma

yourself. Don't make jokes about sensitive subjects that trigger a lot of

people. It's simple really, unless you've su ered the trauma you're joking

about, then you can't make the joke.

I just hate boys. a10

I don't like boys. I love men. All except my brothers but they come under boys

don't they?

He presses a deadly, sharp and rough hand to my throat, "I can feel your

heart pulse under my hand. You're scared. Now piss o . Freak," he drops me

to the ground where I was greeted with a staggering Blade to my sight. a2

"Danny keep your filthy hands away from my baby sister. Okay?!" Blade

shoves him back harshly until he hits the wall. Danny moves in closer to

Blade and laughs in his face, Blade was three inches taller on a rough scale

making him look more intimidating. a27

He backs away, cowering his head below his shoulders and moves to the

back of the classroom.

He should've let him hit me. I'd be fine with that. I don't think it would even

hurt if the boy 'Danny' hit me. Who knows, I was used to it.

"Sorry, dude. Didn't know you had a sister," Danny sends Blade an apologetic

nod. a2

"Well you know now. She's a human, not a dog so treat her with some

respect," Blade spits at him. Danny nods in response shaking a little. a20

Not sure whether to thank Blade or hit him. A part of me wanted to be hit I'm

not going to lie. I wanted to see if it would hurt just as much as it did before.

"You're one to talk," I sco  at him rubbing the area on my neck which

probably have the printed pattern of Danny's hand.

"Huh?" He presses an o ended hand to his chest. "Me?" a16

"Yes, want me to spell it out for you?" I growl trying to scoop up all of my

pencils not caring if I le  a few behind. They all pooled at the bottom of my

bag; I hadn't organised them back into their cases so

that was a job I had to do later. a7

"You treated me like a dog for as long as I can remember, don't be so

hypocritical. Don't you have a girl to toy with?!" I barge my shoulder against

his arm rolling my eyes at him.

"What? No! You're lucky I saved you there, Danny doesn't take threats

lightly," he warns me with a finger. Shiver me timbers, I'm scared of an

insecure man who lets his toxic masculinity get the better of him.

"Does my face look like it cares? No," I deadpan and proceed to the exit. "Oh

and for the record, don't call me your sister. Or don't call me a baby. Better

yet, don't call me at all," I suggest with a cheesy yet brusque smile.

"Don't you think this is getting petty now? What do you want me to do? I'll

get down in my hands and knees if I have to," he literally, drops to his knees

in front of everyone and presses his hands together like he was praying. a30

Cheeky thoughts popped into my head, I use this to my advantage to make.

Look like I was willing to talk. Blade was vulnerable and for the first time in

forever, I had more powerful than him.

People began to stare at us at the front of the classroom as Blade gather my

sweaty palms into his rough callouses and kissed them while begging me for

forgiveness.

All I could do was roll my eyes at him. What did he expect me to do? To just

forgive him and his brothers and everything would be fine? That's not home

it works, buddy. You need to learn that you don't own anyone.

"Please, we can make our way back from this. I know we can," his eyes were

squeezed shut. So I rip my hands from his and say, "try harder, buddy."

"I swear- urghhh," he growls to himself, he raised his fists in the air but

reluctantly pulls them back down to his side. a2

He stares in awe but it's recovered with a gruesome scowl but nothing

escapes his mouth.

He begins to sway back to his seat with fists clenched and chest heaving up

and down at a rapid pace. He was going to blow. His jaw locked in place, not

moving the slightest.

"Blade, you cool?" Danny tried to smooth the tension in the air but Blade

glares at him and sends a flying fist into his face. a1

Gripping the back of his head, he swings back and pulls his head closer to a

plummeting fist into his nose which seeped with blood that stained Blade's

knuckles.

Danny falls backwards on his chair as Blade smiles and cracking his neck and

knuckles in satisfaction, smearing the blood in his palms which he rubbed

across his crisp white shirt.

"Thanks for volunteering to be my punch bag," he releases a sigh of relief and

slumps down in his seat li ing his legs to the desk. a6

Danny was choking on his own blood as I stood there and watch everything

unravel at the front of the classroom. Where was the teacher?!

The excessively tanned woman runs to Danny's side, squirming at the sight of

blood - that swelled from his nostrils - and tried with her best e orts to pull

his up to his feet.

Meh, he deserved it to be honest. He needed to be humbled. So does my

brother, his pride gets the better of him.

Arrogant asshole.

Rolling my eyes, I begin to run to my last period - history. Don't get me

wrong, I loved it and it was a peaceful way to end the day but it requires so

much writing sometimes especially when we have to write a summary at the

end of the lesson.

I was way too late.

***************

I can myself trying to cool my body with my hand but all I was doing is

wa ing warm air into my face. My blood coiled in the twenty degree weather.

Summers at school were always uncomfortable especially when you'd have

to hike up the mountains of stairs to get to your lesson.

As I trudge out of school, I pull my shirt away from my body letting the

ventilation seep through my blouse.

I'd forgotten Felix was still in school but all I wanted to do was go home and

have a cool shower to cool myself o  and get rid of the building sweat all day.

Warm breeze glided through my repairing hair which continued to grow and

grow. I'd asked Karen if I could get a few products for my hair to make sure I

take care of it again. I want the luscious curls I once had but with my

experience with Shawn, I'd lost too much weight.

My hair would snap because it was so brittle and now I feel better in myself

and a lot more positive without the dead weight of Shawn and my brothers

hanging from my back. They were a nuisance to me and I finally got cleansed

o  them.

That was until today.

Four months I was free, like a flying bird soaring through the sky, but Blade

shit me and I came crashing back down to the ground. Depressing actually. a1

To think I was feeling amazing and Merry again but this just put a downer on

my entire mood.

Scorching weather, temper boiling like the sun wasn't the best combination

for my already frustrated self at the moment. It made me want to pop and

explode into shards of fury.

So I drag my feet across the pavement scu ing the bottoms of my heavy docs

which pulled my feet to the ground.

Not many people were around us because they were all sat on benches or

the boys were going to a fire or near school to play football. A great day for

great sports right?

It always irritated me on how men would walk around all sweaty and shit

without a shirt on but when I woman wants to wear a shirt with no bra

they're shamed upon. a7

But no, as long as the patriarchy exists, women aren't free to do as they like.

Seriously though, men can walk around with their pants hanging o  of their

arses smelling of smoke and sweat with a mixture of deodorants but women

can't go a day without wearing a bra?

Cool, dude.

As I got down a quieter street, not too far from home (my real home with

Felix), I spot a man on the opposite side of the road watching my every move.a1

Every step I took, he followed behind. I even took three random rights and

one le  turn so I was sure he was definitely following me. And he was.

I was walking farther away from home rather than getting closer to it but my

hopes were I'd lose him along the way. I don't ant him knowing where I live.

I could go back to the mansion. Maybe he won't think of following me

through the gates of high tech security. Maybe he'll be intimidated because I

sure as hell know I would be intimidated if I looked at a vast house that

looked to be painted of the riches from the earth.

He man looked all too familiar. Too familiar to just be a random acquaintance

from anywhere. I knew him. a11

But it wasn't clicking to me.

Sharply, I was yanked back by the handle of my backpack into a large grasp

of meaty hands and a pungent smell. He dragged me down an ally way away

from society and into the darkness.

I knew the feeling of his dirty, sausage like fingers that would prod into my

shoulders and squeeze them uneasily.

"Hey, baby," I feel a kiss to my cheek, his breath throwing out respired scents

of cheap cider and whiskey as a mixture. a25

His lips trailed down my face to my jaw then to my neck were he sucks the

skin into his mouth harshly. a3

I scream but his meaty hand makes it way to my mouth where I can taste the

bitterness of his dirtiness. He never washed them when I was with him.

Shawn. a33

"I told you I'd come for you. You missed papa?" He drew his words out slowly

like he was tripping and stumbling over them. a19

I scream again. But it was mu led into to splintering murmurs of help.

I can breath again when his hand is pulled from my mouth allowing me to

take everything in.

He shouldn't be here. He should be in prison. This isn't real. This isn't real.

This isn't real. Please, I beg of you, just let this be over already!!

"Did you like my letter?" He breaks out into many vibratos of laughter.

"Get o  of me!" I thrash in his arms but they slither further under my shirt,

gripping my stomach roughly and squeezing it. One other hand traces

around in circles until he reach my butt, he squeezes it as I plead for him to

stop.

Bringing his mouth to my ear, I could smell the wrenching aroma of

bitterness invading my sense of smell. He whispers directly above my ear in a

sore tone: "I've missed you ever so much, baby. Maybe we can go back

Brighton, aye?" a1

My head shakes itself furiously - even cracking my neck - as whimper for him

to let me go.

"I heard you got a new family here? That true?" He pulls me in closer to his

body and I feel his coldness radiating from his body.

I had to lie.

As much as I hate my family, I really hope they'll swoop in and save me at the

end of the day.

What if they were the ones who brought his here? What if this is a

punishment? What if they're selling me? What if I'm going back... with him.

"LET ME GO!!" I cry and tears steam and strike down my sore face. He was

hurting me. All over again.

"I feel like dying. I don't want to live anymore like this. Please!! Just make it

all over!" I pierce the air with a striking scream and he takes me father and

farther down the alleyway.

"Shut up!" I'm pushed to the ground and a body lays over me with a black

Swiss knife pressed to my throat. He applies the lights pressure and applied

more pressure with every whimpering I make.

Slowly, he gums to himself and he traces the knife down my jaw and to my

collarbones making me wince.

I could feel something trickle down the side of my ear the down the valley

nape of my neck - blood.

The alleyways was gloomy but lit with the small rays from the burning sun

outside. Cobbles carpeted in cool, crunchy glass from the bottle that once

belonged to an alcoholic.

Crevices all around the miles of skin I posses were burning with sweat from

panic and fright.

I'd never felt like this before.

Tonight is the night I die. I'm sure of it.

"HELP!" I plead anyone, but no one was around. I'm slapped around the face,

swinging my head to the right towards the entrance way to the alley. My eyes

turned blurry for a moment before they adjust on the black dots that filled

and emptied my vision every now and then.

"HELP ME PLEASE!" I shout again, with a hand switched to my neck instead

of a knife, my airways cut o  as a knife plunges deep into my stomach. a18

The penetration that pierced through the lack of muscle and into my body

felt like a throbbing pain that drilled through my soul and last of my will to

live.

Twice. He li s up the knife again and twists it far into my gut and wiggles it

around ensuring he leaves his mark. It felt like a thousand bullets shaking my

body and draining it if blood.

I gasp I shock, feeling a sharp tug at my side like my organs were punching

and pulsing against my muscular abdominals.

Shawn stands over my still body. I was there but not really. His sinister smile

is all I could focus on. a1

He raises himself above me like a God, drops the knife by throwing it to the

side and wobbly dashes for the exit as I struggle to climb up to my feet. a1

Deep, crimson red trickles from the side of my mouth as I continue to

violently cough, piling out my clotted blood.

Once a white shirt now painted red with the blood of a lifeless object I call

myself. Soulless and almost lifeless, my vision pricks with tears and

blackness as I stumble back to the entrance way where I'm blinded by the

sun.

Legs shaking, I press a blooded hand to my stomach cowering over to the

nearest wall of a nicely designed garden.

It just pours from my body; my head my stomach and my mouth. a2

My throat clenched for a scream but I couldn't get anything out, just coughs

that stain the pavement with my blood.

They couldn't keep me up anymore just like I couldn't keep myself to have

the will to live, I tumble to the ground as I claw out in front of me reaching for

anything. But there was nothing.

Falling deeply, my lungs wrench themselves begging for air as I surround

myself in a pool of my own metallic haemoglobin.

My eyes roll to the back of my head as complete darkness flickers through my

eyes. It took every ounce of strength I have le  in my all might weakness to

stay alive.

Too bad I died when my mum did. Hey mama? You here with me? a5

"EMILIA!" A deep voice and multiple steps come forth into my blurring vision.

Three men that sparked my vision for a dull second that felt like ten

agonising hours.

Raising, my body li s. The angels heard my calls for help and they're taking

me to heaven.

"DAMN IT STAY WITH ME!" The deep rumble just fades out of my ears into a

ringing, spluttering silence. a5

Serene atmosphere, I finally couldn't feel a thing. Eyes flickers and switch o

like a fuse to life.

Darkness overcame me and drowned me into a sea of thick harmony and

tranquility.

Finally. a6

*+*+*+*+*+

Blades POV 😈 a7

Driving down the streets, the windows were rolled down making the car cool

down from being in the sun all day.

A stumbling figure makes me slow down on the brakes and stick my head out

of the window to see what it was.

A familiar, tiny figure collapsed to the floor and claws at the ground in front

of her. Fumbling for the handle, I push the door open and so do the twins and

follow me in suit.

We charge for Emilia who was breathing in her own blood that circled around

her. Luca started whining and whimpering at the sight her limp body in front

of us.

Running around in circles, Luca breaks out in a loud cry with tears streaming

down his face. So he runs away back to the car cleaning the entire back seat

for her. a16

"EMILIA!" I shout at her shaking her slightly but all I could see was the

whiteness of her eyeballs rolling back to her head.

Diego mutters a few curse words as he brings a hand to move her hair but he

pulls them back in immediately when his tips were stained with red.

"EMILIA STAY WITH ME!" I li  her into my arms not caring that my arms and

shirt were being contaminated with her blood.

I couldn't lose her, I know I'm not the best brother in the entire world but if

giving my own life to save hers I wouldn't hesitate to do that. I'd kill before

letting her die. a2

Resting her down gently but quickly, her head falls back into Luca's lap

where he squirm and cries out even more. Diego surges for the passenger

seat as I do for the drivers seat.

Rushing through the tra ic, I ignore the sound of the cars honking at us and

continue to press my foot down harder on the accelerator.

Less than two minutes we were there, Luca still seemed shaken up so we le

him in the car and rushed Emilia into the house. a2

Being greeted with Alessandro kissing Cordelia's large bump while she was

sat on the island giggling. I fucking hate Cordelia. a31

Alessandro kicked Emilia out so his bitch could move in instead. She even

started living in her baby stu  in EMILIA'S ROOM! a18

"AL!" I scream and he pulls away with a scowl on his face but his eyes widen

in horror and runs to me collecting the weakened girl from my arms running

up the steps three at a time. a5

"Emilia!!" I heard in the far distance from Alessandro who was now far away

from us in the space of second.

I tried to follow him behind it Diego held me back and told me to leave them.

"DIEGO LET ME GO!" I wanted to see my baby sister. If she does I die too. I

don't want her to die.

I love her too much to see her fall.

"Dude, stop. She needs help right now and if you go up there you're making

yourself useless," he wraps an arm around my shoulder and pulls me into the

kitchen.

"FUCK YOU!" I say as Luca comes waddling in with a tear strikes face.

I tried wriggling away from him but he quickly shoves a clear, patterned

bottle of scotch into my hands removing the glass lid.

"What's happened?" Cordelia presses a hand to her heart faking her

sympathy. I hate her so fucking much it hurts.

"None of your fûcking business!" I scream at her taking a large gulp of

bitterness that falls nicely down my throat.

"Listen I know you hate me-

I cough and chuckles interrupting her, "oh, darling you got that all wrong, I

loath your existence. Stop pretending you care."

"I do care. Kinda," she mumbles the last part and carefully slides o  of the

island and shu les to the co ee pit to pour herself some co ee. a35

"No you don't care. If you did care you wouldn't fuck my brother would you?

If you really did care about my sister you would ask her how she was in the

session she had with you but no! You were too busy playing around with my

brother to ask her," I get closer to her face. She was a little shorter than I was

so I had that advantage over her.

"That's not fair. I love your brother and I did care about Emilia but she was

di icult-

"That's exactly why she had meeting with you in the first place! Because she

wouldn't speak to anyone else!" I throw my free le  hand. a2

Diego comes between us and pushes me back gently. "Dude don't, she's

pregnant and has enough stress to deal with already." He turns to face

Cordelia," don't think I actually like you, I can't wait for you to move out

whenever you do." a9

Then he storms out of the kitchen and into the living pulling a shaking Luca

along with him. Cordelia and I were the only ones le  so we had a small

stand o . Staring into each others eyes.

"Don't ever speak to me or my sister again," I spit out bitterly reaching up

into the cabinet behind her to grab a whiskey glass that had triangular

patterns on.

I just want to see her. I miss her already and I feel like I'm losing her even

farther than I did before. a9

Please, she can't die.

***********

Emilia POV ✨

Numbness fills my body into a locked position, I could hear them speaking,

but I was too afraid to open my eyes.

The best feeling I've ever had in a long time, being trapped in a cage of one

position felt... graceful.

Not feeling a thing felt like the best feeling in the world. Relief almost, or

swell. Then there was this sudden surge of a tsunami of pain my rushed to

my stomach making my eyes jolt open to the ceiling of a white room.

Vacuous and warm walled, it was a barrier of white paint that never made me

feel more alive than I did before, there was a tinge of uncomfortableness that

pounds in my chest of how intimidating a white room can be. The blankness

alone is enough to make me cower into a hole.

A single circle of an angel's halo blinds my vision. The ceiling light pierced my

vision making them curl behind their sockets. When they adjust, a dusty

insect with overlapping wings smacks themselves to the buzzing light.

I knew moth would be here for me when I needed him. He continues to

smack himself against the light and I can't help but break a sorrowful smile

at him. a1

He's back. He came back for me. a4

Some crashing twitches my ears awake so I turn my aching head to the side

haltingly where I see a fuzzy image of Axel shaking a bottle of tablets.

I almost forgot everything that happened between us and I really just wanted

to forget everything.

Groaning, I try to sit up straight but fall back when a punching pain struck

through my lower abdomen. a4

Axel turns to me with concern and places a cool, wet towel across my

forehead. It felt nice, relaxing and helped soothe the raging storm in my

head. a5

He could look at me, he just kept his eyes trained on the freshly poured water

in a plastic cup and a the two painkillers in a small shot cup.

"You feel better?" He cough into his fist. What does he think? I'm not sure if

he's just stupid or if he's making small talk. Our last encounter ended any

repair I had le  for him.

Lightly, i shake my head as a symbol of 'no' but start regretting it when the

towel slaps on the floor making Axel hu  and sigh.

He throws the flannel into the bin and rips open a packet to get out a fresh

cotton one and rests it in the water letting it absorb the moisture.

"Take these," he passes me the pills and the blue tinted plastic cup of water

to down the pills with. Shakily, my fingers struggle to hold the cup and splash

the water everywhere.

Axel places a hand around the cup himself and brings it to my lips. They were

chapped and they would crack when I tried to move them. They almost felt

shrivelled like a prune.

Once I've swallowed the pills with the water, I struggle to get them properly

down my throat since it was so dry. It reminds me of the dentists when the

put the air in your mouth and make it extremely dry for you. Nevertheless, I

had a sore throat which hurt me when I'd swallow.

"You're clumsy," Axel gives a simple smile, nothing to it really, then places the

new, damp flannel onto my forehead and pushes me back so I'm fully laid

down down on my back.

"You know what happened?" He asks in a flat tone whilst packing away pills

and piling them into the cabinet above his computer.

Not sure what he gave me, but they made me extra sleepy from what I

already was. I struggled to keep and eye open for Axel but somehow I did and

focused on every word he drew out.

"Shawn." Is all I managed to croak out. He automatically knew everything

now with me just muttering one small word.

Shawn. Not sure why he did what he did but now I ever regret saying living

with him was better. Sure being here was mentally exhausting but at least I

know none of my brothers would ever stab me.

Right?

Not too sure about Axel at the moment, thinking too much about him hurt

my brain. And with Mia... I trusted her. If Mia wasn't there to stop him I fear

my life may have ended sooner than we would've thought.

"I'm so sorry," his eyes fill with guilt and pour down on me with pity. We have

no time for pity anymore. It happened, I can't go back and change it. a1

There was something I'd like to say to him: "you all should be sorry, you've all

threatened me with sending me back to Shawn so it wouldn't surprise me if

you brought him to London yourself." At the end I coughed from my throat

being so dry. I reach up for the cup and drink the rest ignoring the lump that

was still stuck in my throat. a1

"I know we said that, but we'd never bring him here," he shakes his head of

the thought. a17

He speaks to me while typing a few things up on the computer, I couldn't see

exactly what he was doing but I could just see an outline of a body (mine) on

the screen all blooded.

"Adding my injury to your psychotic collection are we? Didn't know getting

stabbed was a trophy for you," I manage to sco  at him. He gives me a weak

smile I'm response.

"I wouldn't see it as a trophy. I'd see it more as a database in which I keep

track of your health. That includes all injuries so I can come up to a

conclusion about your health, don't worry about it, bambina." He stroked my

head. a10

"I told you not to call me that," even in my sleepy state, I try to correct him on

his profound error.

"Sorry about that, I just missed you that's all. And I'm sorry for what

happened those months ago. It was immature of me to pick a random

woman over my own sister," he rolls his eyes at himself and clenches his fist. a17

"Yet you guys always continue to use the noun 'family' to make me feel guilty

yet it should be I using that on you especially when you pick your girlfriend

over me. No biggie," I sigh closing my eyes feeling a sense of relaxation and

comfort.

Low chuckles fill the room along side the the creaking of a door, I could

hardly smell them since my nose was blocked but I know that smell

anywhere.

Alessandro, welcome to the party. a16

His red bottom brogues clink against the tiled floor as he comes into my

vision. He stands over my body in the same way Shawn did.

Instead of hurting me, I squeeze my eyes shut and feel warm lips on my

cheek and a rough hand rubbing on top of mine. a1

"Even when you're laying in your death bed you still manage to come up with

the most sassy replies," he chuckles letting my finger thread through his. a6

I ignore him.

"You lost a lot of blood ya know?" He li s the jug to top my cup of water back

up to the top. I try to look him dead in the eye and it took a moment to focus.a1

"Yeah?" I croak out.

"Elijah gave you some of his blood. You have the same type as him. It's funny

how rare AB- is," he laughs to himself before securing the cup in my hand and

bringing it to my lips.

"It's just blood," I say before taking a large gulp to quench my thirst.

"Yeah and it saved your life. I know you don't really care but I couldn't live

with myself if anything happened to you," he frowns. a41

I remain quiet and stares back to the ceiling where moth still bats around. a2

"What you looking at?" Alessandro says moving Axel out of the way to stare

at the ceiling. He can see moth.

He scoops him up in his palms gently - not sure how he reached it but it's

probably because his hands could touch the roof - then he opens his hands

and shows me moth.

Li ing them slightly despite them feeling like a ton, my fingers move under

Moth delicately shaking slightly and bring him closer.

He was so beautiful. Two, deep, ebony circles rest in the bottom corners of

his wings. A bronze shimmer brown and organ he shine bright in the light as

his antennas poke up slightly.

I love him so much.

Axel walks out of the room, closing it carefully until it clicks, with a small

smile sent my way. Moth skies away back up to the ceiling where his home is.

"Are you okay?" He asks he sitting down on Axels chair and pulling it closer to

the bed. He gathers my hands in his and brings them up to his lips and kissed

them plenty of times. a18

It felt nice. It felt like I was actually appreciated for once in my life. Someone

who I did have to thank was Elijah. He saved me. As much as I hate them all I

must still thank them for what they did for me today. Or yesterday. a2

I avoid his question and ask; "how long was I out for?" I groan.

"Five." All he says. a4

"Five...?" I ask hinting that he carries on telling me. a1

"Days."

Wow. That's a long time to be out for. I struggled to believe him for a moment

but it did make sense. I lost a lot of blood according to Alessandro.

"I'll ask you again: how are you?" He asks again but this time I'm a deeper hit

so er tone too.

I'm not sure how I am. I'm... im I'm a bed cold with a few wounds from my

crazy stepfather that I'd never hoped to see again. I'm fûcking fantastic how

about you?

"Not great."

"Why?" His voice changes. What did he want me to say? That I feel so happy

and joyful when I almost died? Dumb bîtch. a7

"Because I'm scared."

"Of what?" He asks again.

"Myself." a57

***************

Hello there my darlings!!! How have you been lately? Did you drink

water? a4

Question:

Do you have any siblings? What's the craziest story about your siblings? a48

What's the most embarrassing thing to happen to you? a13

I love so much 💞

Sorry if there's errors. Not feeling too good atm because I'm a little

feverish a5

Xoxo, Demi 🖤🤍
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